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Name On Wall And In The Book Of Supporters

September 2021

OVERVIEW

I've spent these last few months investing in this building out of my own pocket. It's called the

LAB Center, the "Learn About Business Center". A facility where community programs without

location can lease space for venues, workshops, presentations, classes, group meetings etc.

We are a nonprofit 501 c3 that primarily focuses on young black men 13-24 that struggle in

marginalized settings with the desire to grow through what they go through. My request for

community assistance is very key to success and your support can be a write-off for this year

2021

GOALS

1. To raise 8,000 to help cover the cost of building throughout 2021 year, while I spend time

securing grants, developing partnerships and continue working on the building for

opening day 2nd week of October.

2. Putting 1000 names of our supporters on the walls in the presentation room and

throughout the building.

3. Also publishing a book with our supporters name titled YBMW Book of 1000 Names. So

our young men can see the names of those who made our success possible.

SPECIFICATIONS

● a 7x3 inch plaque with one name engraved and stained then placed on the wall. $200.00

● a 9x4 inch plaque with two names or family name on the wall $500.00

● a 12x12 plaques of  family quote and names on the wall $1500.00

● a 5x3 ft banner with family name quote hanging from ceiling $2500.00

Every plaque purchased will place your name and or family names in a book that will be

published once we've reached our goal of a 1000 supporters.

Also, the larger the donation the larger your brand acknowledgment appears on interior and

exterior if facility and website from $5000.00 -   1 million dollars sponsorships.



MILESTONES

From Sept. 2021 - Sept 2022 our goals are to have all 1000 names on walls, ceiling banners and

in the YBMW Book of 1000 Names.

Starting by raising $8000.00 to aid in covering facility cost for next 4 months. While I continue

working on grants to help purchase the community building.

Join The YBMW Family

This is an opportunity for our youth to see with their own eyes how this learning growth and

foundation was created for them.

We provide safe space for them to be themselves and learn from many successors in the

community and from different walks of life.

Lastly we would hope that those who support, are also willing to commit to a annual donation of

$200.00 until Sept 2025.

Thank You all in advance

Athrettis "Thrett" Brown

www.ybmw1080.org

CashApp $YBMWLAB1080

Venmo.   @YBMWLAB1080
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